Activating an extension includes opening a first compose application by a first computing device. A composed document is received, and an extension is activated in response to the document. The extension may be activated as the document is being composed.
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This International Searching Authority found multiple (groups of) inventions in this international application, as follows:

1. claims: 1-5

   The first invention, as defined by claim 1, consists in a method where an extension is activated, within an application for receiving documents composed by a user ("compose application"), in response to a document while the document is being composed.

2. claims: 6-10

   The second invention, as defined by independent claim 8, consists in a system where a first extension is activated, within an application for receiving documents composed by a user ("compose application"), wherein the first extension extracts data from a received document and then activates a second extension in response to the extracted data. Note that dependent claims 6 and 7, while being dependent on claim 1, define the same general inventive concept as independent claim 8 (second invention).
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